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Experimental and theoretical investigations were made of the spectrum of the lowest exciton and magnon 
excitations in an antiferromagnetic CoCO, crystal. The Raman scattering method revealed two low- 
frequency lines at 35 and 57 cm-'. These lines were attributed to one-magnon (corresponding to the high- 
frequency branch of the spin-wave spectrum) and two-magnon (corresponding to energies at the boundary 
of the Brillouin zone) scattering of light. A study was made of the influence of external magnetic field on 
the spectrum of the lowest exciton states and doublet splitting of lines at 178 cm-I was observed. A 
comparison of the results of a self-consistent molecular field theory with the experimental data made it 
possible to interpret the Raman spectrum and to reconstruct the dispersion dependence of the lowest 
excitations in the CoCO, crystal. 

PACS numbers: 78.30.Gt, 75.30.Ds, 75.50.Eq 71.35. +z 

INTRODUCTION interaction and uniaxial anisotropy constants. The low- 

The magnetic properties of CoCO, crystals have been 
investigated relatively long time ago. A. S. Borovik- 
Romanov and the present authors"'" demonstrated that 
CoCO, goes over to the antiferromagnetic state at TN 
= 18.1 OK and that the magnetic moments do not become 
completely compensated after this transition but add up 
to a net ferromagnetic moment oriented in the basalplane 
(this moment in CoCO, is fairly large: OD = 0.258 p,/ 
mole at T << TN). The antiferromagnetism of CoC0,was 
confirmed by neutron-diffraction measurements. Cs It is 
important to note that the magnetic unit cell is identical 
with the crystallochemical cell: both consist of two for- 
mula units (CoCO, has the rhombohedra1 structure of the 
calcite type and its space group is DL).  Recent mea- 
surements"' demonstrated that the direction of the anti- 
ferromagnetic vector is the same a s  of the weak ferro- 
magnetic moment: both a re  perpendicular to the trigo- 
nal axis. 

The application of the phenomenological theory of spin 
waves to easy-plane antiferromagnets thatthe 
spin-wave spectrum of such antiferromagnets has two 
branches: 1) a ferromagnetic (acoustic) branch, which- 
in the first  approximation-does not have a gap at  the 
center of the Brillouin zone in the absence of an external 
magnetic field; 2) an antiferromagnetic (optical) branch 
with a gap whose magnitude is governed by the exchange 

frequency branch of CoCO, was investigated in detail by 
resonance methods. "I This investigation made it pos- 
sible to determine the effective magnetic fields of the 
excJange interaction H, = 160 kOe and of the Dzyaloshin- 
skii interaction H, = 51.5 kOe (the magnetic measure- 
mentsL2] give HD= 27 kOe). The transverse component 
of the g factor was found to be in the range 3.3-4.0. C'l 
The high-frequency branch of the antiferromagnetic res- 
onance in C0CO3 has not yet been observed. 

We shall report the results of a detailed investigation 
of the low-frequency spectrum of the Raman scattering 
of light in a CoCO, crystal, revealing one- and two-mag- 
non scattering lines and making it possible to recon- 
struct completely the spin-wave spectrum of this com- 
pound. The experimental results and discussion a re  
preceded by a theoretical analysis of the lowest excita- 
tions of the CO" ion in CoCO,. The orbital nature of the 
ground state of toe* in this crystal makes it impossible 
to apply the usual spin-wave approximation and mag- 
nons a re  not pure spin excitations. The ground state of 
coZ' in a cubic crystal field is the twelvefold-degenerate 
term 'T~,('F). The exact solution of the problem is im- 
possible even within the ' T ~  term allowing for the or- 
thorhombic distortion, spin-orbit and exchange interac- 
tions, and collective nature of the excitations; there- 
fore, we shall consider only the four lowest states. We 
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shall show that the calculation describes well the main 
experimental results. 

THEORY 

Electron states of the co2+ ion. The ground state of 
the free co2* ion (3d7 configuration) is the multiplet 'F 
and the nearest excited term 'P is separated by 14 000 
cm". The remaining states of the same configuration 
are doublets and the states of the other configurations 
are separated from the ground state by more than 40 000 
,,-I [ E l  

We shall now consider the behavior of the energy lev- 
els of the co2' ion employing the single-ion approxima- 
tion and the weak-coupling scheme. In a CoCO, crystal 
the co2* cation is surrounded by an octahedron of CO:' 
anions. The distortion is trigonal along the cs axis. A 
cubic crystal field splits 'F into 'TI, + 'T + and the 

2# t% term 'P behaves a s  'Tu. The ground state is Tu('F) 
and the cubic field adds a small admixture of a state of 
the same symmetry 'T~('P). The result of this admix- 
ture is a reduction in the matrix elements of the orbital 
angular momentum L compared with those obtained us- 
ing pure wave functions of the 'T,,('P) term. Moreover, 
a similar reduction occurs because of the covalent bind- 
ing which distorts the pure d orbits. The two effects 
can be allowed for by replacing L with kL in the matrix 
elements calculated using the functions of the ground 
'T,, state, where k is smaller than, but of the order of, 
unity. 

The energy separating the ground triplet 'Tu from the 
higher levels is large compared with the splitting of this 
level by the trigonal field and by the spin-orbit interac- 
tion, so that we shall consider only the lowest orbital 
.triplet of 'T~('F). The Hamiltonian of the perturbation 
in an external magnetic field can be written in the fol- 
lowing effective formC04 

where X is the spin-orbit coupling constant, amounting 
to 180 cm-I for the free ion; 6 is the trigonal field pa- 
rameter; kg is the Bohr magneton. The seculartwelfth- 
order matrix splits into two identical sixth-order ma- 
trices which are quasidiagonal and consist of three blocks 
of the third, second, and first orders: 

where k' = kA. Consequently, the state 'F,,('F) splits in- 
to six Kramers doublets. We shall confine ourselves to 

the two lowest doublets and we shall give their wave 
functions. The lowest doublet for all the values of 6/kt 
is obtained from a cubic equation and has the wave func- 
tions 

the next doublet is obtained from a quadratic equation 
and has the wave functions , 

The GGressions for the g fa/dors of the lowest doublet 
are 

and for the first excited doublet: 

The values of k' and 6 were determined earlierclo1 from 
a comparison of calculations with the experimental re- 
sults of an investigation of the Raman scattering of light 
by electronic excitations in Co CO,. The following val- 
ues were obtained: A' = 136 cm", 6 = 544 cm", k =  0.75. 
Use of these values yielded the following coefficients 
cl -c, in the wave functions (2) and (3): c, = 0.428, c:, 
=-0.834, c3=0.349, c4=0.946, and c5=-0.323. 
Hence, the g factors were found to be: g,, = 2.87, g, 
= 4.28, = 5.34, and g:= 0. 

The most important result here is the vanishing of g), 
for the first excited state of the co2' ion. According to 
the ESR data, the g factors of the ground state of the 
co2' ion in crystals with the calcite structure are: g,, 
= 3.41 and gi= 4.82 for c~coS["' and g,, = 3.06 and g~ 
=4.94 for CdCOS, which are close to the values ob- 
tained above and confirm the correct order of the quan- 
tities X' and 6. 

Self-consistent solution for the co2+ ion in a molecu- 
lar field. Since the coa ion has a magnetic momentwith 
orbital and spin contributions, the average magnetic mo- 
ments (effective spins) and wave functions of the ground 
state of the ion in a molecular field have to be deter- 
mined self-consistently as functions of the exchange con- 
stants; then, we can introduce local operators of the 
deviation from the ground state and next the exciton op- 
erators for the determination of the exciton states of the 
crystal. A similar calculation method has been used 
successfully in a determination of the energy levels of 
the co2* ion in a CoF, crystal. CS 

The exchange interaction between the neighboring co2* 
ions is complex and there are many exchange parame- 
ters  which are difficult to determine theoretically or ex- 
perimentally. We shall adopt the simplest approxima- 
tion: we shall assume the exchange interaction to be 
isotropic and we shall allow only for the interaction be- 
tween the nearest neighbors in different sublattices be- 
cause this exchange is the strongest. The Hamiltonian 
of the whole crystal is then 
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where the indices j and I denote the two sublattices, Wjo 
is the single-ion Hamiltonian of the j-th ion of Eq. (I), 
J is the exchange constant, and the summation is car- *. 
ried out over the pairs of the nearest ions in different 
sublattices. 

In the calculations dealing with the ground state and 
the effective magnetic moment of the co2' ion we shall 
confine ourselves to the two lowest doublets (2) and (3), 
separated from the others by - 600 cm". We shall 
assume that the moments of the ions are oriented in the 
basal plane along the x axis; then, the Hamiltonian of the 
j-th ion in the molecular field of the neighboring toe* 
ions is 

where F, = JzS,, S, is the average value of the moment of 
the ion in the I-th sublattice in the ground state, and z 
= 6 is the number of the nearest antiferromagnetic neigh- 
bors. The matrix form of the operator (7) in the space 
of the functions (2) and (3) is 

here, E' is the energy of the second doublet at T > TN, 
amounting to 164 cm", C1O1 a=  a c l c s  + c i  = 0.954, b 
= hJSc2c4 + c3c, = - 0.796. Diagonalization of Eq. (8) 
gives the energy levels E,, of the ion in the molecular 
field: 

E a = 6 J S { 7 -  [(F)' + b 2 ] " )  , 

E , = w s { F - [ ( ~ ) '  +b2]")  , (9) 

E~=WS{?+ [(-$)'+b21") , 

.,=m{$+ [ ( y ) ' + b * ] ' " )  , 

which are given in increasing order of their energies. 
Here, & = 164/Fj. 

Thus, the molecular field lifts the Kramers degener- 
acy and the two doublets split into four nodegenerate 
states *,: 

where 

In fact, as  shown below, the splitting of the excitedterm 
should be practically zero, which corresponds to the 
zero value of the corresponding factor 8, [see Eq. (5)]. 

The self-consistency condition for the j-th ion in the 
limit T - 0 gives 

s,=aE,/aF,=-s,=-s.  (11) 

This equation yields the condition for the determination 
of the average moment in the ground state as a function 
of J(F,): 

The energies and the eigenfunctions are the same forthe 
ions in the other sublattice. 

Since & = 164/6JS, Eq. (12) relates two unknown pa- 
rameters J and S. A second equation can be obtziinedby 
taking any experimental value of the exciton (magnon) 
energy. However, one has to go over first to the ex- 
citon representation. 

Excitons and magnons. We shall assume that the ap- 
proximate ground state of an antiferromagnetic Corns 
crystal is 

where I j, 0) and I 1,O) are the functions of the ground 
state of the ions in the molecular field. We shall intro- 
duce the local excitation creation and annihilation opera- 
tors: 

and similar operators q:, and q,,,, for the ions intheother 
sublattice. When the Hamiltonian (6) is expressed in 
terms of these operators, we obtain 

where 

and c m  =Em - Ed Sa,, are the matrix elements of the spin 
operators (for the j and I sublattices) based on the func- 
tions (10) and given by 

. - 
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The terms&'" and ab" are, respectively, of the third 
and fourth order in the operator q, and in solving the 
one-exciton c o b l e a e m  terms can be justifiably ne- 
glected. 

Going over to the exciton operators qmq and ijm,,, we 
shall carry out the Fourier transformation 

~ w - s - ' ~  z e r p  ( - i q ~ , }  qm,, I) ,~=N-" ~ e x p { i q ~ l ) q , q  
s , 

and apply similar procedures to the other operators. 
Then, the Hamiltonian (16) becomes 

together with the terms in which the operators qlg and 
9% are mixed; these terms are omitted because their 
coefficients are small compared with cS -&I. The Ham- 
iltonian (19) then splits into three independent parts. 
Separate diagonalization of each of these parts gives the 
exciton energies originating from the first, second, and 
third single-ion excited levels: 

Here, m = l,2, or 3: 

where a a d  b are the projections of the fundamental 
vector of the CoCOS unit cell onto a plane perpendicular 
to the trigonal axis and onto the axis itself. The ex- 
pression (20) gives the second equation supplementing 
Eq. (12), as required in the determination of the un- 
h w n  parameters J and S. 

Forestalling the report given below, we shall mention 
that the experimental energy of the high-frequency -- branch 
of the spin-wave spectrum is 35 cm-I for q = 0. ~ s i n g  
this value, we obtain J= 1.9 cm-I and S = 1.03. We can 
now calculate the energies of the required levels at any 
point in the Brillouin zone. The results of the calcu- 
lations at the points r, 2, D, and A (Fig. 1) are given 
in Table I. 

FIG. 1. Brillouin zone of the 
CoC03 crystal. The principal 
singular (high-symmetry) 
points are  shown. 

TaBLE I. Calculated frequencies (cm-') of exci- 
tons and magnons in CoCOJ (S = 1.03, 5 = 1.9 em"). 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A block diagram of the apparatus used to investigate 
the Raman scattering spectra in an external magnetic 
field is shown in Fig. 2. The excitation sources were 
LG-36A He + Ne(X = 6328 & output power about 80 mW) 
and LG-31 He + Cd(x = 4416 15 mW) lasers. A laser 
beam was reflected by a rotatable mirror MI andpassed 
through an iris diaphragm D, separating the plasmalines 
in the laser discharges; the beam was then focused by a 
lens Ll on a sample located inside an optical helium 
cryostat with a superconducting solenoid. The light 
scattered at 90" was collected by a lens L, on the entry 
slit of a DFS-12 spectrograph. A prism P was placed 
in front of the slit: this prism rotated the image of the 
laser beam track in the sample parallel to the edges of 
the entry slit. Interchangeable diffraction gratings were 
used in the spectrometer: these gratings concentrated 
light in the second order in the blue-green (in the case 
of the He + Cd laser) or red (in the case of the He + Ne 
laser) parts of the spectrum. The instrumental function 
of this spectrometer was symmetric and its width did 
not exceed 1 cm". The spectrometer was calibrated on 
the basis of the neon and mercury emission lines. The 
error in the measurement of the frequencies of the nar- 
row spectral lines did not exceed * 1 cm". The spectra 
were recorded with the aid of an F ~ U - 7 9  photomultiplier 
and a photon-counting circuit. 

The superconducting solenoid in the cryostat had a 
working aperture 16 mm in diameter and it consisted of 
two series-connected coils with a common axis; these 
coils were made of Nb-60% Ti wire whose diameterwas 

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the apparatus used to investigate 
the Rarnan spectra of crystals in an external magnetic field: 
1) laser; 2) cryostat with superconducting solenoid and sample; 
3) DFS-12 spectrometer; 4) cooled FEU-79 photomultiplier; 
5) photon-counting circuit; Ll-L, a re  focusing and projecting 
lenses; Mi and M, are  mirrors; D i s  an iris diaphragm; A is 
an analyzer; P is a rotatable prism. 
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coco, 
4.2 OK zZ+xz FIG. 3. Experimental record of the 

one- and two-magnon scattering spec- 
trum of a CoC03 crystal obtained at 
T = 4.2 OK. The incident light was di- 
rected along the x axis and polarized 
along the z axis; the scattered light 
was not polarized and it  was directed 
along the y axis. 

0.3 mm. The maximum field at the center between the 
coils was 49 kOe and its inhomogeneity did not exceed 
1% over the whole length of the sample. The power 
supply source was a P-138 dc stabilizer, which made it 
possible to vary continuously the solenoid current in the 
range 0-30 A. 

Our samples were synthetic CoC03 single crystals 
grown by the hydrothermal method. u'l These crystals 
were of good optical quality and had a good faceting. We 
cut samples parallel and perpendicular to the c, axis; 
their linear dimensions were 2x 3x 1 mm and the faces 
were carefully polished. 

Whenever necessary, we used narrow-band dielectric 
filters selecting the laser working wavelengths, a half- 
wave mica plate for rotating the plane of linear polariza- 
tion of the He-Ne laser beam, and Polaroid films a s  an 
analyzer. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The spectra of the Raman scattering of light by elec- 
tron and phonon excitations in a CoCO, crystal were de- 
termined earlier[101 in a wide range of temperatures. In 
the present study we concentrated our attention on the 
low-frequency part of the spectrum with the aim of find- 
ing the magnon scattering lines. We also determined the 
influence of ?n e&rnal magnetic field on the lowest ex- 
citon states. 

The CoCO, crystals were opaque in the yellow-green 
part of the spectrum but had narrow transmission "win- 
dows" in the red and blue parts. ='] This made it pos- 
sible to determine the Raman spectra in transmitted 
lines using the 6328 A He +Ne or 4416 A He + Cd laser 
lines. When the latter laser was used, we found two new 
low-temperature lines with maxima at 35 and 57 cm" 
(Fig. 3), which we attributed to the one-magnon (corre- 
sponding to the high-frequency branch of the spin-wave 
spectrum) and two-magnon scattering of light. The 
following experimental observations justified this iden- 
tification. The most important was the spectral position 
of the lines. In this frequency range we did not expect 
any other transitions because all the phonon and exciton 
states were characterized by much higher frequencies. 
Moreover, there were no such lines in the spectra of the 
isomorphous compounds FeC03 and CaCO, as  checked 
by us under the same experimental conditions. Another 
factor was the influence of temperature on these lines: 

the heating of a sample by just a few degrees above 4.2 K 
caused both lines to broaden rapidly and to merge with 
the background (their intensities were approximately 
two orders of magnitude lower than the intensities of the 
other exciton lines). On the other hand, coo- from 
4.2 to 1.8" K sharpened the lines and the peak at 35 cm4 
became particularly clear. 

Polarization measurements indicated that the high- 
frequency (35 em'" Une was mainly present in the spec- 
t r a  corresponding to the nondiagonal components of the 
scattering tensor and the high-frequency 157 cm*) line 
was approximately the same in all the polarizations. 
These results agreed with the selection rules for the 
one- and two-magnon scattering of light. The very 
low intensities of these lines prevented us from investi- 
gating the influence of a magnetic field. 

In the case of the low-frequency exciton lines the ap- 
plication of an external magnetic field of up to 46 kOe 
intensity, directed at right-angles to the trigonal axis, 
did not alter their spectral positions o r  intensities. When 
the field was parallel to the c, axis, we observed doublet 
splitting (linear in respect of the field) of the exciton 
line at 178 cm" whose g factor was 4 = 3.7 (Fig. 4). The 
components of this doublet were polarized: the low- 
frequency line was present mainly in the xz polarization 
and the high-frequency line in the xx polarization (the 
first index denotes the polarization of the incident light 
and the second that of the scattered light). Two other 
lines shown in Fig. 4 were associated with the second 
exciton transition (207 cm") and with the E, phonon (222 
cml).  In this polarization the lowest-frequency E, pho- 
non had the lowest intensity. C1O1 No definite conclusions 
could be drawn about the  influence of a magnetic fieldon 
these lines because of their low intensities and consid- 
erable half-widths. However, we found that in other 
polarizations there was a shift of the E, phonon by -2 
cm" in the direction of lower frequencies when a field 
H= 45 kOe was applied (this result was obtained for any 
direction of the external field). 

We shall now analyze the experimental results and 
compare them with the calculations. The calculatedval- 
ues of the frequencies at q = 0 (see Table I) are 4.63, 
35.7, 169.8, and 182.3 cm-I; the experimental values 
at T = 4.2 " K are - 0, "I 35, 178, and 207 cml. In view 

FIG. 4. Influence of an external 
magnetic field of HI  c311 z orienta- 
tion on the low-frequency part of 
the exciton scattering spectrum of 

36.2 CoC03; kHz, Ell%, K l y .  
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- 
of the rough appro9mations made in the calculations 
[the Dzyaloshinskii interaction is ignored, only the low- 
est states are  considered, no allowance is made for the 
admixture of high-energy states, the third- and fourth- 
order terms in the Hamiltonian (15) a re  ignored, and so 
on], the agreement (particularly the qualitative one, 
namely the presence of just four frequencies in the spec- 
trum) can be regarded a s  good. Thus, our values of the 
constant of the trigonal field 6 = 544 cm", spin-orbit in- 
teraction X =  136 cm", and exchange interaction between 
the nearest antiferromagnetic coupled neighbors J =  1.9 
cm" can be used a s  the starting points in more accurate 
calculations. 

A comparison of the theory and experiment shows that 
the observed two lines in the region of the lowest exci- 
ton transition (178 and 207 cm") are  associated with the 
Davydov splitting, and the splitting in the molecular (ex- 
change) field of each of these terms is close to zero 
(-0.1 cm"). Moreover, the absence of the influence of 
an external field directed at right-angles to the trigonal 
axis seems to be a natural result because g: = 0 for the 
excitons [see Eq. (5)]. The experimental value of g;for 
the line at 178 cm" is g( = 3.7 and the calculations give 
gl: = 5.34. It is difficult to expect a quantitative agree- 
ment in this case because the calculated value i s  ob- 
tained for single-ion states. 

The unexpected result of our study is the very low in- 
tensity of the peak representing the one-magnon scatter- 
ing of light in CoC03. It should be noted that in all the 
antiferromagnetic compounds containing Co" investi- 
gated before-CoF,, RbCoF3, Ci93 KCoF3, E201 and 
~ l ~ o ~ , C ~ ~ - t h e  intensities of the one-magnon scattering 
of light have been of the same order a s  those of the ex- 
citon lines. 

We shall now consider the dispersion of the magnon 
branches. The experimental values of the frequencies 
for the one- and two-magnon scattering of light are 35 
and 57 cm". If we consider that the contribution of the 
interaction between magnons is small and that the den- 
sity of the magnon states is highest at the boundary of 
the BrUouin zone, we find that the magnon energy cor- 
responding b e, is vCZl= 29 cm-' (the calculated val- 
ue in Table I is 22 * 4 cm ). This last estimate is con- 
firmed by an analysis of an experimentally observed be- 
havior of the low-frequency phonons in the Rarnan spec- 
trum of C O C O ~ ~ ' ~ :  the corresponding line becomes 
broader and is shifted anomalously by the antiferromag- 
netic ordering. As pointed out before, ''I this behavior 
may be associated with an additional phonon relaxation 
channel in the antiferromagnetic state of this compound: 
this relaxation involves dissociation of a phonon into an 
exciton and a magnon with energies on the boundary of 
the Brillouin zone (where the density of the correspond- 
ing states is highest). This process is shown schemat- 
ically in Fig. 5. The contribution of the magnon states 
to the spectral position and frequency of the phonon line 
is supported by the observed (see above) influence of an 
external magnetic field. The phonon frequency at T 
=4.2 OK is 222 cm*UO1 and it is equal to the sum of the 
boundary frequencies of an exciton and a magnon. A 
calculation given above shows that the frequencies of 

<: , mnon 

ExciEn FIG. 5. Schematic representation of 

the spectrum of the lowest excitations 
of a CoCO, crystal  in the antiferro- 
magnetic state. The arrows repre- 
sent dissociation of a photon into an 
exciton and a magnon. 

Mwon 

both excitons on the boundary of the Brillouin zone a re  
close to one another (the maximum splitting at the point 
A is less than 4 cm") and the absolute values of these 
frequencies are  of the order of the arithmetic mean of 
the frequencies at the point q = 0, i. e., it amounts to 193 
cm" (on the basis of the experimental data). Therefore, 
the magnon energy at the boundary of the Brillouin zone 
is 29 cm', which is in agreement with direct determina- 
tions of the two-magnon spectra (it readily follows from 
the symmetry considerations that the contributions to the 
phonon line frequency and width may come from all the 
singular points in the Brillouin zone; this is due to the 
low symmetry of the crystallomagnetic cell of C0CO3 in 
the antiferromagnetic state). 

We may conclude that our experimental results and 
their comparison with the proposed theory allow us to 
reconstruct completely the spectrum of the lowest exci- 
tations in a CoC03 crystal in the antiferromagnetic state. 
Such results are  given in Fig. 5. The splitting of mag- 
nons and excitons at the boundary of the Brillouin zone 
is zero at the point 2, and it does not exceed * 5 cm" 
for magnons and * 3 cm" for excitons at other high-sym- 
metry points (Table I). It should be noted that the mag- 
non frequency V, = 35 cm-' for q = 0 allows us to estimate 
the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy field in C0CO3. The 
application of the usual phenomenological theory formu- 

W H + ~2 C6.22 1 l a s ~ ~ = ~ p , J  a A withHE=160kOeandg, 
= 3.3"l yields HA = 115 kOe, i. e., the anisotropy field is 
comparable with the exchange field. This explains the 
weak dispersion of the high-frequency branch of the spin- 
wave spectrum. 

The authors are  deeply grateful to N. Yu. Ikornikova 
for kindly supplying CoC03 single crystals. 
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In addition to these lines, absorption lines were found in the 
far infrared. [I6] 
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